A man born in 1944 presented with an episode of macroscopic haematuria during a urinary tract infection in 1988. He was unusually tall at 2 metres. An intravenous pyelogram and an abdominal ultrasound disclosed the presence of bilaterally enlarged polycystic kidneys and a polycystic liver. There was a family history of renal disease. Plasma creatinine (180 μmol/l) and blood pressure (150/100 mm Hg) were both raised. Despite good blood pressure control his renal function declined progressively and he started renal dialysis treatment in 1995. He received a renal allograft in 1996.

In 1994 he had noticed a painful swelling behind his left knee. Computed tomography with contrast showed a large popliteal aneurysm. This was replaced with a vein graft. The right popliteal artery showed milder changes, and this was repaired in 1999.

Popliteal aneurysms develop most often in older vasculopathies with multiple risk factors; connective tissue disorders have rarely been associated with their presence in younger patients. Polycystic kidney disease has been associated with several aneurysms, most notably cerebral, but not popliteal. The patient’s marfanoid habitus also may have played a part. This case emphasises the mixed aetiology of popliteal aneurysms.

DISCUSSION
Arterial aneurysms have diverse aetiologies. Most commonly aneurysmal dilatation is a feature of advanced atherosclerosis seen in the lower aorta. However, inflammatory aneurysms are well described if rarer. Connective tissue disorders such as Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, neurofibromatosis type-1, and Marfan’s syndrome have also been associated with aneurysms, often in children or younger adults. In idiopathic aneurysms the role of matrix metalloproteinases and their tissue inhibitors in the aetiology of vascular connective tissue destruction is increasingly appreciated.

Popliteal aneurysms account for 70% of peripheral arterial aneurysms and, if untreated, pose a serious threat to the affected limb. Debate continues about the best form of treatment especially for asymptomatic lesions. The aetiology is typically atherosclerotic, with most patients aged over 50 and showing several classical vascular risk factors. Rarer causes include mycotic and traumatic complications as well as connective tissue disorders. In our case the patient did not have evidence of atherosclerosis elsewhere, in particular in two sites very prone to this disease: abdominal aorta (absence of calcification) and internal iliac artery (examined directly at transplantation).

Autosomal polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) is the commonest inherited renal condition and is responsible for end...
stage renal disease in about 10% of patients on dialysis programmes. Vascular abnormalities have been associated with this diagnosis—as polycystin is known to be expressed by human vascular smooth muscle, particularly saccular intracranial aneurysms—indeed in some kindreds there is a clear history of sudden death from subarachnoid haemorrhage. Involvement of other arteries has been reported, including the coronary arteries and the abdominal aorta.

Most of the vascular anomalies in Marfan’s syndrome are proximal aortic and aortic valve related due to defects in fibrillin-1; however, there are rare reports of other arteries being affected, including popliteal, extracranial, renal, and superior mesenteric arteries.

Our patient fulfilled many but not all of the diagnostic criteria for Marfan’s syndrome. However of greatest importance was that his aortic root and valve were of normal dimensions. The conjunction of Marfan’s syndrome and polycystic disease has been reported only very rarely previously—the genes involved in polycystic disease are on chromosomes 16 and 4, whereas the fibrillin genes are on chromosomes 5 and 15. Selgas et al. and Somlo et al. reported ADPKD kindreds with a very “marfanoid” vascular history of ascending aortic aneurysms and dissections and another, similar, kindred was reported more recently by Hateboer et al.

On balance we believe that the relatively early onset of bilateral popliteal artery aneurysms in this patient was a feature more of his ADPKD, but we cannot rule out a contribution from a form-fruste of Marfan’s syndrome.
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